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Executive Summary
From May to October 2012, the Asian Pacific Islander Community Leadership Foundation (ACLF)
and its 2012 Community Leaders Program (CLP) partnered with Washington Asian Pacific Islander
Community Services (WAPI). The goal of the partnership was to conduct research and begin to
implement a plan to reestablish a community lounge for youth in Seattle’s Chinatown-International
District (C/ID), in furtherance of WAPI's mission of providing and advocating for culturally
competent and age-appropriate prevention and substance abuse treatment services for Asian
Pacific Islander (API) Youth and all youth of color.
The central issue addressed by this report is how to help WAPI successfully re-open and
sustainably operate the C/ID space on a volunteer only basis. To that end, the CLP class conducted
three primary different types of research. First, an adult focus group was conducted, to solicit the
input from community and organization leaders on researching ideas and the best methods for
infrastructure, funding, and sustainability for the space. Second, two youth focus groups were
conducted. Youth input was particularly vital in light of WAPI's values and emphasis on youth
engagement. Third, information was collected from secondary sources and other important
constituencies, including interviews and surveys with community leaders unable to attend the
focus group, and ongoing dialogue with WAPI leadership.
The research yielded wide-ranging and varied results, but several vital concerns and themes
emerged. One was the general lack of attention and resources currently provided for API youth.
Other recurring topics were the importance of structured programming, of a "safe space," and of the
geographical location of the space. The youth input focused more on what would make the space
inviting and successful from their perspective. The recurring themes included food, friends, easy
transportation access, and then varied but specific programming suggestions such as a recording
studio, art classes, computer classes, and space for hip-hop, graffiti, or other outlets of creative
expression.
After gathering and analyzing the data, the CLP class developed the following broad
recommendations, both short-term and longer-term, for how to re-open and sustainably operate
the space:
 Funding
 Staffing
 Programming
 Community Partnerships
 Youth Recruitment
 Physical Space
This report outlines certain challenges and limitations involved in both the research and
implementation processes. Finally, the CLP class presented a two-year development plan setting
out the recommended course for WAPI to successfully re-open and sustainably operate the C/ID
space on a volunteer basis, based on the forgoing research and conclusions.
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Introduction
Overview of the Partnership
In 2012, the Asian Pacific Islander Community Leadership Foundation (ACLF) and the
Washington Asian Pacific Islander Community Services (WAPI) entered a partnership for
the purpose of creating a safe community lounge for youth in Seattle’s ChinatownInternational District (C/ID).
In furtherance of the project, ACLF and WAPI entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding that loosely delineated each party’s responsibilities. WAPI’s Executive
Director, Greg Garcia, represented the organization and served as the official Lead
Coordinator. ACLF provided a Program Coordinator, Bao Nguyen, and Project Liaisons,
Amy Hirotaka and Mindy Au. The 12 CLP participants were responsible for conducting all
necessary research, collecting data, presenting generating deliverables (including this
report), and discharging implementation tasks.

Overview of ACLF and WAPI
ACLF is a community-based, nonprofit organization that facilitates the development of
leadership within the Asian Pacific Islander community (API). ACLF’s purpose is to provide
an environment that fosters the development of individual leadership, community strength,
and inter-community unity to promote issues that are critical to members of the API
community.
Since ACLF’s inception in 1999, it has operated the Community Leaders Program (CLP),
which provides training and support to help API individuals develop into effective leaders.
The CLP consists of an intensive six-month curriculum through which the participants:




Connect with API leaders who have positively affected the API community;
Attend workshops to acquire skills that are critical to being leaders: e.g. public
speaking, communications, community organizing and building, media relations,
political advocacy, etc.; and
Engage in a Community Project that benefits a local API organization.

The Community Project serves a multifaceted purpose. First, it provides CLP participants
with a tangible opportunity to exercise their leadership capabilities. Second, it facilitates
each participant’s connection to and investment in the API community. Finally, it allows the
participants—working as a team—to make a constructive contribution to the community.
WAPI Community Services is a non-profit agency serving API youth and all youth of color,
ages 10-20, in the Greater Seattle area. WAPI helps youths deal with substance abuse and
dependency through counseling and by providing access to healthy alternative activities.
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Through its work in the C/ID and Columbia City, WAPI has cultivated a creative arts-based
brand image that appeals to its urban youth constituency.

Overview of the C/ID Space
WAPI currently rents a space of approximately 600 square feet in the C/ID’s New Central
Building. From their start in 1993, WAPI operated a youth lounge (C/ID space) in this space
that catered to local youths and other youths who frequented the neighborhood. In 2010,
WAPI relocated its offices and base of operations to Columbia City in South Seattle.
However, many of the youth living in the ID and the surrounding neighborhoods were
unable to commute to or did not feel safe traveling to WAPI’s new location in South Seattle
due to gang affiliations, travel difficulties, and the like.

Issue Presented
The main issue addressed by the Community Project and this Report is: How can WAPI
successfully re-open and operate the C/ID Space on a volunteer-only basis? Dependence
on volunteers is a critical factor because WAPI currently lacks the financial resources
necessary to staff the space with paid employees or to otherwise fund youth space
operations (with the exception of rent payments).
The above main issue can be separated into three component issues:




What is the importance of creating a safe space for youth in the C/ID?
How can WAPI operate the C/ID space with a staff of volunteers?
How should WAPI revamp the C/ID space in order to maximize its potential for
success?

The infrastructure plan set forth in this report addresses the foregoing questions.

Methodology
It was important to CLP 2012 that in gathering data, there would be diverse targets to lend
their voices to the project, and correspondingly diverse methods in which to do so. Various
sources offer discrete perspectives and often communicate differently as well. In gathering
data for the project, certain sources of information were identified and approached in the
following ways:



An adult focus group for community and organization leaders, focusing on
operational strategies;
Two youth focus groups, centered especially on what they would like to see in the
lounge, to promote youth engagement and ownership of the space; and
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Information was also collected during this phase, via research and memos by CLP
members, interviews conducted in writing and in person to engage contacts unable
to attend focus groups, and dialogue with WAPI staff.

More detailed descriptions and rationale for these data gathering methods are below.

Adult Focus Group
To gather useful information, CLP 2012 conducted one adult focus group that was
comprised of an array of community leaders, executive directors from non-profits of
similar backgrounds to WAPI, and individuals who have had experience working with
youth and youth spaces. The adult focus group was used to research ideas and the best
methods for infrastructure, funding, and sustainability for the C/ID space.
The adult focus group was conducted on July 11, 2012, at 6:30 p.m. with eight participants
in attendance. Questions were asked as follows:








What is the most significant challenge facing Seattle’s API youth?
What are the values, if any, in creating a youth space in the C/ID?
From your personal perspective, what would be some of the most important
components of a youth space in the C/ID?
One potential problem or criticism about a youth space in the C/ID is ________?
What are some effective ways for WAPI to find and maintain volunteers to run the
center?
Name two or three effective approaches for WAPI to establish and maintain
community support for a youth space in the C/ID.
How can WAPI create the youth space differently than the other community centers
located in the C/ID?

Youth Focus Groups
In order to best serve the target population, they themselves must be involved to some
extent in the methodology of research. In this case, this meant youth, particularly API
youth, who would potentially frequent the C/ID space. This project was not ideally timed in
that it was summer break for Seattle-area schools, making youth recruitment more
difficult. However, it was absolutely necessary to gather youth input, in order to better
inform the project and to mitigate traps of adultism and being out of touch with the target
population. CLP 2012 found the best way to honestly and credibly target and engage youth
was through focus groups. By gathering small numbers of the target population and
listening to their thoughts and opinions, key qualitative data could then be brought back to
the conversation on shaping the project.
Youth connected to WAPI and others were invited to participate in CLP-run focus groups
on June 27 and July 18, 2012. Questions were asked as follows:
6
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What brings you to the C/ID?
What would attract you to this space in the C/ID?
What would be something(s) that WAPI could improve on or change?
What would prevent you from coming to this space?
Why are youth spaces important and, if not, why not?

Other Methodologies
While conducting the adult focus group, CLP 2012 came across community leaders and
organizations that were unable to attend the session on that date. Pursuant to this, seven
interviews were distributed and conducted, both in writing and in person, for six
individuals and one non-profit organization. These included the same seven questions
asked during the adult focus groups (see above). This project also utilized individual
research from CLP 2012 members based on their own ideas and experiences. Memos were
composed and brought to the group on topics of funding, programming, and volunteer
recruitment/retention models. Maintaining communication and dialogue with WAPI and
staff was crucial for CLP 2012 and the successful execution of the project. The class
maintained this back-and-forth relationship through both scheduled meetings with WAPI
staff and impromptu communications with questions as needed.
The above methods were utilized to inform this project with the best data and analysis
regarding the re-opening of the C/ID space. These other methodologies were invaluable to
the strategy and development of the project, but are not included in full form as compared
to the focus group data in the following section.

Data and Analysis
Adult Focus Group
Participants: 8
Length: 2 hours
With the intention of exploring issues that face Seattle’s API youth, as well as the different
approaches of launching a “safe space” for at-risk youth, it was important to holistically
understand differing points of view, including those of local community leaders. The focus
group setting allowed for a “round robin” discussion style and gave opportunities to
understand re-occurring ideas and concerns. A series of seven questions that ranged from
general issues to those pertaining specifically to WAPI and the re-opening of their C/ID
space was discussed. In reviewing the focus group discussion, several common themes
came to light that participants had been particularly enthusiastic to explore. For the
7
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purposes of this analysis, responses will be categorized by question and sub-categorized
within their related themes.
What is one significant challenge facing Seattle’s API youth?
A lack of disaggregation and recognition: It is essential to understand the broad scope of
peoples and cultures that are categorized under the “Asian Pacific Islander” category,
including, but not limited to East Asians (Chinese, Japanese, Korean), Southeast Asian
(Vietnamese, Cambodian, Filipino, Lao), South Asian (Indian, Nepalese, Bhutanese), and
Pacific Islander (Hawaiian, Samoan, Chamorro, Tongan).
Leader #7: “[There’s] a lack of recognition of the different ethnicities within the API
community and API youth. We continue to see this lack of awarenesss –distinctions/
different needs – in higher education. This particularly causes disparities within the
community. We see some groups do well within the API community and others not so
well (i.e. Far East vs. Southeast).”
A few participants implied that society, as a whole, is seemingly oblivious to the needs and
struggles of the API community, and their attempts to reach out are bogged down by being
compartmentalized into “umbrella” categories, as the different national ties and ethnicities
of their families are all categorized as “Asian.” Lack of recognition of the diversity of these
populations and stereotypes are proving a toxic influence on youth.
Leader #3: “The needs of different communities within the larger API community are
not well known; [there’s a] lack of awareness, especially in mental health with the
various Asian and Asian Pacific Islander communities.”
Underlying this issue are assumptions regarding overall success relative to other “Asian
Pacific Islander” subgroups and how data can misconstrue progress and socio-economic
power. For example, generalizing the data of East Asians and Southeast Asians would
completely glance over certain societal issues such as low graduation rates and low-income
households.
Leader #4: “Youth challenges again have to deal with being the “model minority.” I
also think the lack of recognition and distinction within the [Asian Pacific Islander]
community and access creates challenges for the youth. API youth have very little
discussion about what is needed because they are lumped together—Asian and Pacific
Islander.”
Essentially, this disconnect prevents a lack of recognition of potential problems within
certain communities and, in turn, leads to a significant lack of support, outreach, and
resources.
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A lack of resources: The lack of reinforcement and institutional support for these families
is also a major issue to youth; and it results in a ripple effect in how they can express
themselves professionally, artistically, and socially.
Leader #1: “[It’s] very hard to express themselves, how they identify between home and
what they want to be, dealing with stereotypes, etc. They don’t know/haven’t had the
opportunities to find other outlets that would enable [them] to express themselves, like
dancing and art. They also need feedback on their art that their parents won’t
necessarily see.”
API youth also struggle to find outlets to which they can turn for advice, feedback, and
experience outside of their homes. As one participant mentioned, there is a need for
“individuals that can provide guidance on [their] career path,” but there are not enough
opportunities to bridge the two parties.
Finally, there also seems to be a disconnect for youth who are new to the United States,
who have not fully assimilated, or are not considered “Americanized”. With different
cultural norms, the challenges for API youth stem from the different expectations or selfidentification of one who was born here versus one who has come here later in
adolescence. This also influences how much access and initiative they have to discovering
different activities and resources.
Leader #7: “Immigrants miss drinking and gambling, but that isn’t the culture here in
the US. Americanized youth understand the system.”
Relating family life to the outside world: In recognizing a person’s individual
experiences in their neighborhoods and social circles, there are several different aspects of
an API youth’s life, including their familial background (immigration, English proficiency,
socio-economic status). All of these aspects highly influence one’s self-identity, as well as
their perceived success in assimilating into American or Western culture.
Leader #5: “Another consideration for immigrant [Asian Pacific Islander] youth is the
role that they play in their families—serving as the official interpreter is a common
theme. This highlights the lack of interpretation services/institutional systems in place
for immigrant families and so the youth end up in a bridge role for their family.”
Home life and outside life are not the same and often times, youth succumb to the pressure
and stresses of home, especially in non-traditional households (single parent, low-income,
youth may work alongside their parents to financially support the family).
Leader #8: “Youth have parents that have immigrated here and don’t speak English,
but then also have their friends and school life. It becomes more of a question of how
they bring the two together; it is very hard for youth to assimilate between home and
school.”
9
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What are the values, if any, in creating a youth space in the C/ID?
The participants focused on three themes: location, structured programs, and a “safe space”
for youth.
Location: One of the main concerns of reviving the C/ID space is the threat of gang activity.
Several of WAPI’s current youth participants have stated they prefer the Columbia City
location because the C/ID neighborhood can pose some risks. One participant recounted
that gang-affiliated youth “from the south end often don’t come past Franklin High School.”
On the other hand, youth also attribute the space’s distance from their own neighborhoods
as another reason they do not go to the C/ID, as they do not have access to a vehicle or
public transportation may cost too much.
However, participants noted the success and attraction of different businesses and how
they can influence WAPI’s model in bringing youth back into the C/ID area.
Leader #7: “There are already a lot of legitimate youth spaces such as Oasis and they
do come by Light Rail or the bus to hang out… It’s a good alternative space between
after school programs, sports, etc. A youth space in the ID doesn’t have a
commitment—like having to do homework…”
Certain businesses have been successful in creating spaces where youth naturally
congregate. But one participant noted that such places can “overwhelm” the youth and
recounted WAPI’s past space in the C/ID as one that was not intimidating and gave space to
youth to congregate without feeling the pressure to spend money.
Having structured programs: Structured programs are important to provide participants
with order and stability. Also, the space would help engender community-building where
youth receiving treatment can form bonds with their peers who are in the space to simply
hang out.
A “safe space”: Overall, a youth space in the C/ID would also support another neutral
space for at-risk and vulnerable youth. Many of the participants recalled WAPI’s past
success with their C/ID location as a place that “gave familiarity of a family,” was “a quieter
space”, and provided “an opportunity for kids to come in who are getting in trouble.” Most
poignantly, the space gave encouragement to the “youth that fell a little on the outside
[who] knew they could go to WAPI.”
How can WAPI create the youth space differently than the other community centers in
the C/ID?
In a short discussion, it was determined that WAPI could create and sustain a balance of
structured programs, public space, and referral programs to set themselves apart from
10
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other agencies. WAPI could serve as a “feeder into other programs” to help promote
community involvement and proactive engagement.
From your personal perspective, what would be some of the most important
components of a youth space in the C/ID
Location: Overall, a youth space’s location in the C/ID is ideal because of its proximity to
other agencies and resources. A participant saw the potential of partnering with agencies
and “engaging the neighborhood” but also noted it would take work and extra effort in
developing a consistent relationship.
Another participant mentioned that the neighborhood’s rich cultural history would be a
great influence for the youth, especially because it would be pertinent for youth in
developing his or her own individual identities within the larger API community.
Balancing types of spaces: Essentially, programming and community space can attract
different populations. For example, WAPI’s programming caters directly to youth seeking
something specific in a space such as treatment whereas a community space is left open for
youth to determine its use.
Youth involvement: A community space can promote youth involvement within the
neighborhood, as they would seek what is happening in and around the space. In time, this
can establish unity with different parts of the neighborhood, including with businesses and
older generations.
Leader #2: “In group space, our organization found [that youth] want selfdeterminism, define their own space. Kids would rather have their own set of rules and
in the spirit of ‘we think we’re old enough to determine those rules’—an important
developmental space.”
Another example of involvement within the community space was presented through
WAPI’s partnership with the International Examiner, a non-profit Pan-Asian newspaper, by
which youth could have opportunities to contribute artwork and articles.
What are some effective ways for WAPI to find and maintain volunteers to run the
center?
Funding: With parts of WAPI’s annual budget based upon federal funding, they have had to
be resourceful in thinking about future fiscal resources to support staff and volunteers. The
participants gave several suggestions of how to run a sustainable volunteer-based
program:


Use seed money (for example: $5,000) to start with and create a Request for
Proposal to send to local high schools for youth to design and staff the space;
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Create a model for job training and use money for programming (i.e. barista
model at Youth Care), which would promote social enterprise;
“Worth potentially exploring”: partnering with property owner to negotiate
lower rent or seek a partnership opportunity with local business owners to
allocate youth space and use money not used for rent to develop programming.

Volunteers, pros and cons: The group mutually came to a consensus that an all-volunteer
staff posed great risks, as there are always inconsistencies (“inherent differential of power”
or having enough volunteers to consistently “insure [a] healthy dynamic”) in finding longterm volunteers. Programming would entail having to find volunteers who are
knowledgeable in the specific field, severely limiting the amount and availability of
volunteers to recruit. However, recruiting college students looking for academic credit
could be an option. Although it would require forms of supervision and feedback, it would
be an immediate option for WAPI to explore.
One potential problem or criticism about a youth space in the C/ID is…
This was a simple discussion of youth coming or not coming:
If youth do not come: It would recreate the wheel, especially if the space is not being used
for an “apparent purpose.” Essentially, if it doesn’t serve a purpose, it simply adds more
clutter.
If youth do come: Neighboring businesses have several assumptions of a place that caters
to teens. One participant noted if the space was unsupervised, businesses would believe
that the youth could run rampant throughout the neighborhood. Although WAPI youth may
not be the culprits, people may see graffiti tags, public safety issues, and negative activity in
the C/ID and directly attribute it to those youth.
Name two or three effective approaches for WAPI to establish and maintain
community support for a youth space in the C/ID.
Communication with businesses and organizations in the area: Participants
overwhelmingly agreed that developing stronger communication strategies with
neighbors, leaders, and other stakeholders in the community would open up a larger array
of opportunities for the youth and WAPI. A few examples of moving forward:





Work with local businesses so that after job training in the youth space, youth
could get a possible internship or permanent position;
Given the proximity to major sports stadiums, attempt to partner with
professional sports organizations to ask if they would be willing to hold
programs in WAPI’s space to attract more API youth (would be a huge draw-in
for kids); and
Apply for grants and neighborhood matching funds with the City of Seattle.
12
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Overall, developing and maintaining an open line of communication with businesses and
organizations would be the most beneficial aspect of community involvement, to help
dispel negative stereotypes and bridge cultural norms.

Youth Focus Groups
Participants: 9
Length: 1.5 hours per session
The volume of data is relatively small, and many of the answers were not directly
responsive to the questions asked, but there were undoubtedly common themes that
surfaced. The central questions addressed were what the participants would want to see in
the youth lounge, what would draw them to such a space, and the concerns or challenges of
opening up the youth space in the C/ID. These three questions are the focus of our analysis
as the other questions asked were for warm-up or conversational. Below is our analysis of
responses collected between both sessions.
What brings the youth to the C/ID?
Food, friends, and easy transportation: When asked what brings youth to the C/ID, food
was the most common answer. Not only that it bought people into the C/ID but that food
service establishments also provided a place for youth to hang out. The bubble tea café,
Oasis, was mentioned several times as a space that WAPI should emulate.
Youth #3 (first session): “I come here to hang out with friends…Oasis is a frequent
hang out spot...”
Other things that could attract youth to the C/ID were the gaming store, easy bus
accessibility, and friends who worked in the neighborhood.
What would attract youth to come to the [WAPI] space in the C/ID?
Art programs, computer classes, people, food, and hang out lounge: The teens had
several opinions, each with their own interest in mind.
Youth #2 (first session): “Art, hip hop, graffiti classes. Katalyst art lessons. Music
studio. If there was a person here, it’ll attract people.”
The first idea was something similar to the programs and resources that WAPI provides in
Columbia City. The youth want art classes, hip-hop, graffiti, and a music studio with
recording equipment or classes that allow teens to learn and express who they are. The
second idea was creating a space similar to Oasis. The teens placed a huge emphasis on
food, perhaps a place where they can drink bubble tea, eat frozen yogurt, play board games,
and have music playing in the background. The third idea was access to technology and
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gaming. They would want a place where they could study and have access to the Internet. A
strong Wi-Fi connection was agreed upon as a necessary component. The fourth idea was
the notion that the people who make up the space such as energetic volunteers, teachers,
and the fellow lounge occupiers will draw the youth in. They believe the presence of
regular youth and being open late would attract them to the space. Lastly, a place for
recreational activity such as Ping-Pong, badminton, volleyball, basketball, and breakdancing was mentioned.
What would prevent you from coming to the [C/ID] space?
Transportation, lack of outreach, isolated location, and unoriginality: Both groups
mentioned similar issues.
Youth #1 (first session): “WAPI C/ID is isolated. Out of the way. Kinda shady. But if
there is more awareness and outreach, it will be better.”
According to the teens, the space seems too sterile (like an office or a school). The location
is difficult to find due to the lack of signage and is out of the way compared to other places
that they would like to visit in the C/ID. They also thought going down the stairs into the
space was “creepy.” They felt that the homeless people that loiter around the area create
the feelings of uneasiness and lack of safety. This could make it difficult for youth to come
into the space, as one teen mentioned that, “after midnight, things around here get weird.”
Lastly, having a space just like the one in Columbia City might seem redundant. Thus,
creating a space with originality would be difficult but necessary.

Recommendations
Funding
Given the current lack of resources at WAPI’s disposal, CLP 2012 placed heavy priority
upon finding and creating funding opportunities for the success and vitality of the C/ID
space. With the above context, CLP 2012 recommends the following grants and fundraisers:
Grants
WAPI should work in the near future to secure grants from various sources and agencies.
By applying and obtaining this funding, WAPI can continue to thrive and grow in better
financial security, and the C/ID space will not be an unfeasible burden. Also, to enrich the
experience of young people at WAPI, it is recommended that interns and perhaps even
WAPI youth participate in the writing of grant applications and proposals.
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Actions Taken:
CLP 2012 researched and compiled a list of the top 5 most viable options for WAPI which
are listed below, along with a description of the organizations providing the grants.
Seattle Youth Violence Prevention Initiative (SYVPI)
The Seattle Youth Violence Prevention Initiative (SYVPI) is a mini community matching
grant that seeks to leverage existing services by funding small community projects in three
Neighborhood Networks: Central Seattle, SE Seattle, and SW Seattle. All projects must have
a community match that equals at least one-half of the requested dollar amount of SYVPI
funding. The community match can include volunteer labor, donated supplies, meeting
space, professional services, and/or cash that show community commitment to and
investment in a project. SYVPI Neighborhood Networks issue RFPs in January and receive
proposals on a rolling basis. The completed project must be received six weeks before
activities begin with completed projects and final reports due December 1. Awards are
available up to $2,500.
Northwest Children’s Fund
One of the three areas of focus for Northwest Children’s Fund is to help at-risk youth
(NWCF is also on the lookout for innovative programs that other funders may overlook).
Programs typically awarded are those that cultivate stable relationships, promote critical
decision-making abilities, and instill positive values. In addition to tutoring and mentoring
programs, NWCF supports a variety of youth engagement programs. WAPI may be eligible
for funding for current or new programs for the C/ID space. Last year, NWCF distributed
$810,000 to area organizations working to end the cycle of child abuse and neglect. In
Spring 2012, a total of 32 grants awarded a total of $460,036. Of the total amount awarded,
seven percent ($36,000) was directed towards helping at-risk youth. The board assesses
grant requests twice per year, although they will not fund the same program twice in the
same fiscal year (August to July). Awards typically range from $3,000 to $30,000.
Child Welfare Foundation
The Child Welfare Foundation (CWF) accepts non-profit project proposals that meet at
least one of their two purposes: 1) to contribute to the physical, emotional, and spiritual
welfare of children through the dissemination of knowledge about new and innovative
organizations and/or their programs designed to benefit youth; and 2) to contribute
through the dissemination of existing knowledge of established organizations in order to
be used by society. The CWF grant is for one year and provides awards all over the United
States in the range of $1,500 to $70,000 (average award is $32,000). In 2011, the
foundation awarded $666,670 to 21 non-profit organizations, two of which were
organizations in Washington State.
The Verizon Foundation
The Verizon Foundation supports organizations in the following areas: Education, Health
Care, and Sustainability. CLP 2012 feels WAPI may be eligible to apply for funding in the
area of Education. Verizon focuses on improving student achievement in Science,
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Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM). If awarded, they provide free online content,
mobile applications and technology-focused instructor and administrator training. Verizon
funding may be applicable if WAPI decides to use a portion of the C/ID space to run, for
example, a Graphic Design/Technology program. Verizon also invests in organizations that
provide education, prevention, victim relief, and empowerment resources, including
programs that address ending teen relationship violence and building healthy
relationships. WAPI may also be eligible for funding within this particular area. Verizon
reviews unsolicited online applications on a continuous calendar year basis from January 1
through October 14, 2012. Awards range from $5,000 to $10,000.
PepsiCo Foundation
PepsiCo Foundation is committed to providing support to organizations and programs in
underserved regions that improve health, the environment, and education. In particular,
PepsiCo Foundation’s focus on education specifically looks at access to education, dropout
prevention, skills training, and women’s empowerment. They support organizations that
focus on spreading evidence-based programs that contribute to lessening dropout
incidence in schools with the most chronic and acute dropout rates. Again, WAPI may be
eligible for funding if the C/ID space incorporated a Graphic Design or Technology-related
program. The program(s) must have the ability to be locally managed and be funded
through a variety of sources. PepsiCo Foundation staff must solicit proposals for all major
grants over $100,000. Currently, they are not accepting Letters of Interest or grant
proposals. However, further research into this potential funding opportunity could prove
successful given WAPI’s mission and program goals as well as PepsiCo Foundation’s grantmaking priorities.
A schedule of applying to aforementioned grants is included in the Two Year Plan.
Fundraisers
WAPI should utilize their current fundraiser, along with new events, to at least partially
fund the improvement and sustainability of the C/ID space. Utilized by many non-profits,
fundraisers can be very successful in garnering funding and support from the community.
Actions Taken:
On September 22, 2012, WAPI held their Fourth Annual Luau at the Filipino Community
Center of Seattle. CLP 2012 was allowed to speak twice at the event. First, the class had the
opportunity to describe the project as well as ACLF and their connections with WAPI.
During the second opportunity, CLP 2012 requested donations from the attendees, the first
$500 of which would directly fund the C/ID space. Through the generous support of the
WAPI community, the goal of reaching $500 was met. This amount was set aside to fund
CLP 2012’s official presentation and mini-fundraiser for WAPI as described below.
On October 11, 2012, CLP 2012 presented its project report to ACLF as well as the greater
API community. The event was open to the public. In addition to the presentation of this
report, the event also included brief tours of the WAPI C/ID space. This afforded attendees
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the opportunity to see the results of the project thus far, as well as a chance to envision
how the space might be used in the future as this plan continues to be implemented.
Finally, the project presentation contained a fundraising component. After the presentation
and the tours of the space, CLP 2012 asked for financial support to help facilitate long-term,
sustainable operations of the C/ID space.

Staffing
While funding for a paid volunteer is (at the time of this report) unfeasible, the C/ID space
must be staffed in some way for the lounge to open. Transferring staff members and
current volunteers from the Columbia City location to the C/ID space would be impossible.
Thus, CLP 2012 placed priority upon current and future staffing strategies. Priority tasks
were creating a structured internship program, creating an online position description and
application, strengthening recruitment from colleges as well as the general public and
alumni, and identifying Americorps opportunities. CLP 2012 recommends the following for
current and future staffing of the C/ID space:
Internship Position
WAPI has traditionally run a loose internship program with less structure. WAPI should
place priority upon creating and maintaining a more structured internship program with
clear goals and duties. This will attract more candidates looking for definitive experiences
and who will also be committed to interning for extended periods of time. Having a
concrete description of the internship program will also facilitate easier advertising for that
position.
Actions Taken:
CLP 2012 created an internship description for the C/ID space supervisor. This description
was modeled on similar positions from organizations similar to WAPI and incorporated
elements from WAPI’s previous intern-related documents. The position description is
included in the Supplements section of this Report.
Internship Application
In keeping with an emphasis on a more structured and targeted internship program, CLP
2012 recommends a more lengthy and detailed internship application. The distribution of
this application will allow extensive audience outreach while maintaining extensive
screening of the most qualified candidates.
Actions Taken:
CLP 2012 created a formal internship application for distribution. This form may be
completed and returned electronically, as well as printed out and returned in physical
form. Again, the application was modeled on similar documents from other organizations
and evaluates qualifications, backgrounds, and motivations of potential candidates. The
application is included in its entirety in the Supplements section of this Report.
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College Partnerships
In the absence of paid staff, sourcing qualified and motivated interns to run the C/ID space
is a key factor for its success. In this context, CLP 2012 identified local colleges and
universities as valuable resources for finding candidates and recommends that WAPI
partner closely with these institutions.
Actions Taken:
CLP identified the University of Washington (UW), Seattle University (SU), and local
community colleges as the most viable institutions for college partnerships.
With the UW, CLP 2012 initiated partnerships with the Carlson Center through their Civic
Fellows Program, internship listservs, and recommends students from the School of Social
Work. The Carlson Civic Fellows Program places a funded UW student with the
organization to gain experience in the field while also increasing the capacity of the
organization. CLP 2012 submitted an application on September 7, 2012. The class also sent
out internship descriptions with application information to multiple listervs managed by
the Carlson Center. While applications are currently closed, CLP 2012 also recommends
applying next year for a multi-quarter service learning Bachelor of Social Work student to
work at the C/ID space.
For SU, CLP identified relevant service learning opportunities, opportunity listservs, and
campus organizations. On September 18, 2012, CLP 2012 initiated conversation with Sarah
Thomson of the Seattle University Career Center via email, but a WAPI representative will
need to follow up with her to provide more in-depth detail and vision for a partnership
with SU Career Services. CLP 2012 also submitted WAPI’s profile to the Center for Service
and Community Engagement’s “Justice and Service” listserv with WAPI staff person Mic
Flont’s contact information. This profile will be posted for three weeks as of September 20,
2012. WAPI will need to access the website
(https://www.seattleu.edu/csce/submitopportunity/) to renew the posting until the
position is filled. As of September 24, CLP 2012 attempted to contact Associated Students
of Seattle University to have an internship promoted via campus-wide email blasts, but
have not received any response as of this Report. However, this may be attributed to the
recent start of fall semester. CLP 2012 will send a follow-up email to the president and vice
president of public relations as the semester progresses. Similarly, a request to the College
of Arts & Sciences to send out email blasts to different departments has not been fulfilled.
Department-specific contacts stated that email blasts are conducted on a monthly basis,
sometimes more often depending on the period of the academic term (i.e. taking into
account midterms/final examinations).
CLP 2012 recommends similar actions of intent to partner with community colleges.
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Online Recruitment
To widen the pool of potential applicants to intern or volunteer at the C/ID space, CLP 2012
recommends blanket posting of the intern description on trusted volunteer search engine
sites.
Actions Taken:
The class compiled a list of potential search engine sites and sent out the internship
description to the most applicable and well-used sites. CLP 2012 posted an internship
listing to the following sites. It is recommended that WAPI renew these postings as needed.





www.VolunteerMatch.org
www.Idealist.org
www.allforgood.org/posting
www.Craigslist.org

In addition, several sites were identified as useful but not immediately feasible because
they either required a fee or a lengthy approval process. However, CLP 2012 recommends
these sites as well if WAPI has the means and time to pursue them:







www.careers.washington.edu/HuskyJobs/Employers
www.charityamerica.com/charities/charityabout1.cfm
www.internships4you.com/
www.noblehour.com/login
www.smartvolunteer.org/UI/NonMembers/NPREG/
www.volunteer.truist.com/uwkc/agency/signup.aspx?return_url=

AmeriCorps
Although funding was cut for WAPI’s previous AmeriCorps position, it remains a viable
option moving forward, provided that a new intermediary is utilized. CLP 2012
recommends the following sources of AmeriCorps funding to obtain a paid staff member. A
schedule of application is included in the Two-Year Development Plan. The class further
recommends that current interns and WAPI youth take part in the application process.
Actions Taken:
The following AmeriCorps programs are highly recommended as they have significant
relevancy to WAPI’s programmatic goals and are aligned with its youth-oriented mission.
AmeriCorps Vista
AmeriCorps VISTA members spend one year in full-time service to address the needs of
low-income communities. All projects focus on building permanent infrastructure in
organizations to help them more effectively bring individuals and communities out of
poverty.


http://www.americorps.gov/for_organizations/apply/vista.asp
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AmeriCorps State and National Grants
The purpose of AmeriCorps State and National Grants is to engage AmeriCorps members in
direct service and capacity-building to address critical community needs. The grant
applicant designs service activities for a team of members serving full or part-time for one
year or during the summer. Sample activities include tutoring and mentoring youth,
providing job placement assistance to unemployed individuals, addressing childhood
obesity through in-school and after-school physical activities, and weatherizing and
retrofitting housing units for low-income households. AmeriCorps members also mobilize
community volunteers and strengthen the capacity of the organizations where they serve.


http://www.americorps.gov/for_organizations/apply/state_national.asp

Programming
WAPI already offers and operates highly successful and appropriate programming for the
youth they serve. One goal of CLP 2012 was to expand the base of artists and musicians
who could be invited to WAPI as well as the types of programs offered. In conversation
with this goal, its is recommended that WAPI reach out to more local artists and musicians
as well as consider the inclusion of a digital media program.
Artists and Musicians
WAPI’s innovative programs involving local artists and musicians are very successful and
meaningful for their youth. Expanding upon the number and types of artists and musicians
to partner with can bring positive growth to WAPI’s programs. CLP 2012 recommends
reaching out to new and diverse artists and musicians via personal connections and online
postings.
Actions Taken:
In order to standardize outreach, the class composed an outreach flyer for artists and
musicians, highlighting WAPI, detailing commitment, and asking for interest. These flyers
were then distributed to artists and musicians via personal connections and online. WAPI
alumni were also targeted. After responses were received, a list of interested parties was
delivered to WAPI. It is recommended that the C/ID space supervisor follow up with these
contacts as a part of their position in order to schedule sessions.
Digital Media
The world has rapidly evolved into a highly digital and connected community where dayto-day activities are centered on the Internet and computers. In order for the WAPI C/ID
space to maintain relevancy and to most effectively prepare its youth for the future, CLP
2012 recommends the use of technology and the creation of a digital media program.
Actions Taken:
Seattle is known to be a hub for technology careers and opportunities both creative and
technical. However, this reputation is too often lost upon those in more underprivileged
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areas of the city. WAPI’s involvement with youth provides a unique chance to bridge this
technology gap. CLP 2012 outlines how such a bridge might be accomplished.
The highest priority focus areas for WAPI will be on the use of technology in the creation of
music and videos. Programs focusing on audio and image editing are extremely vital. Tools
such as the Adobe Creative Suite are very important and sound mixing has moved more
and more towards a computer-based process. The benefits are twofold as they allow for
both creative expression and providing the youth with exposure to technology and skills
that are in high demand in today’s workplace.
The second priority programs will fall in a category more intensely focused on technology
(as opposed to the creative). For the last several years, software engineering has been the
fastest growing job market but, unfortunately, those in underserved and low-income areas
often do not have the opportunity to take advantage of this field due to a lack of resources.
Even if a student wished to study computer science, he or she would not necessarily have
access to a computer with the correct software installed to take the first steps towards
achieving this goal. This aspect of the programming is also very specific to Seattle as it is
one of the largest cities for software engineering careers in the entire world. With
corporations such as Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft all maintaining presence in
the greater Seattle area, WAPI will be uniquely positioned to help youth take advantage of
the opportunities this city has to offer.
The business and academic institutions in and around Seattle can be the key to starting and
sustaining such programs. As previously mentioned, major software corporations are
present in Seattle and have many employees who are looking for ways to contribute to
their community in ways unique to software and their expertise. In addition, major
advertising and design firms also operate in Seattle. Companies such as POSSIBLE
(previously known as Zaaz) and Razorfish are focused entirely around digital advertising
and maintain large offices in Seattle. Game companies such as Valve, Popcap, and the
Microsoft Game Studios have artists that use digital tools as well as sound engineers who
need to be able to handle working with non-traditional methods. This not only means
there is opportunity for the students, but also potentially access to an abundance of
professionals who can pass on their knowledge and skills to youth. In addition to the
corporate presence in Seattle, the University of Washington has one of the most prominent
academic computer science programs in the nation as well as a well-known Information
Sciences college. Students in these programs and those involved in the student
organizations focused around these fields are often looking for volunteering opportunities
and are very passionate about what they do. This is another source of potential mentors
and instructors for WAPI’s youth.

Community Partnerships
Community partnerships with other non-profit organizations and businesses in the C/ID
would play a vital role in establishing WAPI’s long-term presence and successful
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connection with members of the neighborhood. By building awareness through various
partnerships, including operation and program-related ventures, WAPI would harness not
only community support for its own missions and goals but also be seen as a valuable
resource for other organizations in the neighborhood. Thus, CLP 2012 recommends that
WAPI build awareness through two key means: traditional media and partnerships with
other non-profit organizations and businesses in the C/ID.
Traditional Media
WAPI should work with The International Examiner (IE) to reach out and educate their
newspaper’s established audience, because the IE’s targeted readers hold a deep, abiding
interest in issues affecting the API community. The IE is a C/ID-based non-profit bi-weekly
publication serving the Pan-Asian community of greater Seattle. By sharing a narrative
glimpse into the lasting, positive impact that WAPI has on at-risk API youth through its
arts-based programs, it would be able to introduce 30,000 readers to both substance abuse
issues among API children/teens (a taboo topic in many API cultures) and to educate
community members on how they can support WAPI and its youth.
Actions Taken:
On behalf of WAPI, CLP 2012 touched based with the IE’s Editor-in-Chief, Diem Ly, to
discuss story and partnership ideas between WAPI and the newspaper. Ms. Ly agreed to an
article on WAPI and its C/ID youth space for the October 17, 2012, issue. The article
concept would focus around the story of a current youth member as well as an alumnus of
WAPI and the impact the organization has had on their lives. It will also illustrate the C/ID
space as a safe haven for youth where they can explore their creativity.
Because the October 17 issue has an elections theme, a political component will be
interwoven into the article to increase its relevancy within the elections context. The idea is
to include an interview or a quote from a community political leader who is active on youth
issues, especially with regard to violence and substance abuse prevention. Greg Garcia, the
Executive Director of WAPI, was contacted to find an appropriate current youth member
for the article interview, which will be written by an IE reporter.
Partnerships with Non-Profit Organizations and Businesses in the C/ID
WAPI should also build community capital by connecting with other non-profit
organizations and businesses in the C/ID, primarily through offering its youth space for
rent and/or offering high-quality youth-produced items such as advertising/art pieces,
music, and other products that would be useful to the local businesses in the neighborhood.
While this requires a more comprehensive digital arts and music program at the C/ID
location to be instituted over a two-year period, WAPI should not hesitate to communicate
its resources and plans now – especially regarding the rental availability of its 600 square
foot space that has been revamped to better serve youth needs. By offering the youth space
to other organizations, WAPI could make significant savings in the monthly rent for the
C/ID location and even potentially generate additional profit that could be used towards its
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operating/program costs or staffing expenditures e.g. adding to a stipend for a full-time
C/ID space supervisor.
Actions Taken:
CLP 2012 created two informational documents, one in the form of a flyer to be handed out
to C/ID businesses and the other in the form of an email communication to be sent to local
non-profit organizations. The flyers were handed out on October 6, 2012. Both sectors
were invited to the October 11, 2012, project presentation/fundraiser at CISC. Both flyers
are included in the Supplements section of this Report.
Additionally, the non-profit organizations were invited to contact WAPI if they were
interested in renting the youth space. Businesses were not offered any products or other
partnerships as of now because the programs supporting such endeavors are not yet
established in the C/ID space. However, it is a recommended long-term strategy under
WAPI’s Two Year Development Plan.

Youth Recruitment
At the heart of WAPI is its youth. As aforementioned, many of the youth living in the ID and
the surrounding neighborhoods were unable to commute to or did not feel safe traveling to
WAPI’s new location in South Seattle due to gang affiliations, travel difficulties, and so on.
However, with the imminent re-opening of the C/ID space, it is critical to spread the word
among those who would benefit the most from the youth lounge and its programs.
Thus, CLP 2012 recommends that WAPI reach out to the local high schools and connect
with the students through advertising and school visits in order to build awareness and
attendance. The class also recommends that WAPI maintain the Facebook page specifically
targeting youth that the class created so that youth have their own online “space” in which
to share ideas and connect.
Due to various legal and logistical concerns when working with high schools, WAPI should
utilize its existing partnerships with Franklin High School and Rainier Beach High School. If
and when WAPI builds additional partnerships, then the same two-prong outreach strategy
should be utilized with those high schools as well. As for Facebook, WAPI should maintain
the page and invite youth to “like” and use it to communicate with each other about WAPI,
art, music, their interests, etc.
Actions Taken:
We drafted an informational flyer inviting youth to visit the C/ID space this fall. The flyer
can be posted in classrooms and other high-traffic areas in the high schools and/or passed
out during schools visits by WAPI staff. As aforementioned, CLP 2012 created a youthoriented Facebook page and has begun inviting members of the C/ID community to “like” it
and spread the word about WAPI’s youth space re-opening.
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The class also established initial contact with the following high schools: Garfield,
Cleveland, Rainier, and Franklin. Due to a lack of immediate response, email
communications regarding the WAPI space re-opening were sent to the schools as well.
WAPI should follow up with all four high schools, especially to negotiate staff visits to meet
students in person as well as to advertise the youth-focused Facebook page.

Youth Space
The ID youth space should be cleaned, re-organized, and re-painted in some areas before
being opened to the public. In addition to basic redecorating, WAPI should also invest in a
music-recording booth, which will not only be a huge draw for young people but also be the
means by which youth can produce items to be sold and/or shared with local partners such
as other C/ID-area non-profit organizations and businesses.
The class also recommends that WAPI pursue technology grants or other similar grants
that would finance the purchase of new computers and digital arts software/hardware to
support the youth’s artistic endeavors and studying needs. Below are several resources for
funding technology programs and materials that WAPI should pursue:
The City of Seattle Community Technology Program
According to the City of Seattle, this program “provides grants to community organizations
for help in closing the digital divide, ensuring technology equity for all Seattle residents,
and furthering electronic civic engagement. Eligibility varies somewhat with the different
programs, but funds are generally available to Seattle non-profits, neighborhood groups,
PTSAs, and mutual assistance associations for projects [that] meet the goals of the grant
program.” The three grants available are: (1) Technology Matching Fund; (2) Boost
Communities Online Mini-Grants; and (3) Access for All Broadband Internet for
Organizations.


http://www.seattle.gov/tech/availablefunds.htm

Free City Surplus Computers
The City of Seattle also offers free computers to eligible 501(c)(3) organizations serving
Seattle residents.


http://www.seattle.gov/tech/npo/

Adobe Youth Voices
Adobe Youth Voices (AYV) is “the Adobe Foundation's global signature philanthropy
program designed to provide youth in underserved communities with the critical skills
they need to become active and engaged members of their communities and the world at
large. “ Annually, the Adobe Foundation invests nearly $8 million into the program, which
provides training, educational resources, and grants. It also offers software donations and
Adobe employee volunteers.
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AYV is focused on empowering youth from underserved communities through technology.
By helping 13 to 18 year olds “explore and express their perspectives on issues impacting
them and their communities” through “compelling video, animations, photo essays,
presentations, music, and other [artistic] pieces,” AYV’s goal is to support and to enable
youth contributions to “critical topics” and to “inspire new solutions to long-standing
problems” they face individually and collectively.


http://youthvoices.adobe.com/

Actions Taken:
With the assistance of Christopher Batalon, staff member with WAPI, CLP 2012 cleaned, reorganized, and re-painted the youth space on August 25, 2012. The class also obtained a
free sectional sofa that better suits the interior dimensions as well as youth interaction.
Greg Garcia, the Executive Director of WAPI, has offered to provide the basic materials for
constructing a music-recording booth. The anticipated date to actually build the booth is
sometime before November 17, 2012, which is the graduation date of the current CLP class.
However, such construction could require permits and involve other issues (building
management approval, etc.). Thus, it may be a longer-term task that would be best achieved
early on in WAPI’s Two Year Development Plan.
In addition, CLP 2012 contacted Adobe Youth Voices via its Facebook page in order to learn
how WAPI can either become an AYV partner or apply for an AYV grant. While the website
for the program is informative on the substantive aspects, it does not seem to provide any
guidelines on how AYV selects partners or grant recipients. As of this Report, AYV has not
responded. Thus, WAPI should further explore opportunities with AYV through official
communication as this program’s mission aligns very closely with WAPI’s youth
empowerment goals overall and specifically for the C/ID space.

Limitations and Options
Limitations
Qualitative Data vs. Quantitative Data
Due to the nature of the project, qualitative data would be most beneficial to the group
project as a whole. Several reasons supported this determination, such as not requiring a
control group, having prioritization, and the specificity of information needed.
The class prioritized data needs on the category of people to be contacted. Thus, focusing
on quantitative data would not have aligned with the project goals. CLP 2012 concluded
that concentrating on small groups would provide better insight to people’s observations,
opinions, and experiences through detailed analysis of transcripts. This did not require a
control group because the class also wanted to contact specific non-profit organizations for
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more information and ideas on how to run a youth organization. CLP 2012 was able to
contact one youth organization but concluded that the information collected was not
relevant or meaningful to the project parameters. Thus, it was excluded from this Report.
Time and Funding
As the class began to realize its end goals, time and funding became a significant barrier.
Thus, the Two Year Plan was created to adequately address certain goals that could not be
realized within the project itself. The CLP program only runs for six months during which
the class had to research, design, and implement a plan to open up actual physical real
estate with a set program and a stable source of volunteers. Knowing that success would
not be immediately apparent, the class focused on in-depth research in order to
recommend what it believed to be a viable strategy for re-opening and sustaining WAPI’s
C/ID space. The lack of resources was also a limitation as there were little to no funds to
pay for redecorating the space, to provide as an incentive for potential employees, and to
buy supplies such as computers for potential youth programs. In response to the lack of
resources, CLP 2012 held a mini-fundraiser on October 11, 2012, to raise funds for the C/ID
space. Partial funding to support the October 11 event was obtained via outreach to the
WAPI community at its Fourth Annual Luau held on September 22, 2012.
Physical Space
After collecting information regarding youth ideas of how to use the C/ID space, CLP 2012
realized that the physical dimensions of the location would be a limitation to some of the
activities that the youth wanted such as dancing and music production. The space is
divided into three small rooms and is insufficient for creating a large dance and music
studio similar to the one in Columbia City. The small space would also limit the amount of
students that could congregate and express themselves artistically. The “room” that is
located on the split (second) level will have to be divided into a shared space for a music
booth and for a therapy area. Also, the dimensions of the space will limit the number of
teens that can be there as compared to WAPI’s Columbia City location.
Creating a Sustainable Volunteer Program
Due to the lack of funding, resources, and time during the CLP 2012 program year, it was
difficult for the class to create a sustainable volunteer program that would allow volunteers
to receive some sort of stipend or to apply for AmeriCorps funding. Therefore, according to
the “Possible Model for Operating WAPI with Volunteers Memorandum,” it is
recommended that WAPI enact a volunteer program that would consist of interns, service
learning students, and volunteers from the general public, student organizations, and those
in music or art. With this model, WAPI would be able to offer internships for long-term and
committed undergraduates who would run programs and schedule volunteers with the
potential dual benefits of receiving WAPI’s professional recommendations as well as
academic credit.
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Options
Business Models
During the facilitated youth focus groups, CLP 2012 found that the youth expressed interest
in utilizing a business model for sustainability to fund the programs and functions of WAPI
in addition to providing job training for themselves. While this is a model that provides
great opportunity in the future, it is not viable in the current timeframe. The physical space
is significantly smaller than the Columbia City location, is located in a business office
building, and is designed to operate as an office or for facilitated group activities such as
small classes and services. Given WAPI’s current funding situation, the creation of a
business model for sustainability once WAPI receives funding to help with the investments
of permits, licenses, and other necessary arrangements is strongly recommended.
Understanding and Adapting to the Capacity of the C/ID space in Relation to Certain
Youth Needs and Wants
With the building restrictions for the WAPI C/ID space limiting the expansion of the square
footage as well as the changing of any structural features, CLP 2012 concluded that WAPI
should utilize the office features of the space for meetings, smaller classroom-like
workshops, and conducting one-on-one counseling treatment services.
Moving Programming from Columbia City to the C/ID Space
It is also a viable option for WAPI to provide programming that properly utilizes the C/ID
space as is. As aforementioned, the C/ID space can accommodate smaller group settings.
Therefore, workshops that are specific to particular interests such as art and music would
work well within the space as opposed to more generalized subjects that may attract a
larger, disaggregate audience. However, programming such as workshops on
choreography, b-boying (i.e. breakdancing), or workshops that need a larger area are not
compatible for the C/ID space.

Two-Year Development Plan
Introduction
The Two-Year Development Plan (Plan) is intended to complement this Report's
Recommendations by providing a suggested timeline for the tasks necessary to advance the
interests of the C/ID space. Specifically, it sets forth a comprehensive schedule for the
space re-opening, funding, staffing, operations, and sustainability. The Plan should function
as a living document and be adjusted and supplemented as necessary.
The Plan includes a comprehensive timeline that provides a bird's eye view of the proposed
tasks and their corresponding deadlines.
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Funding
CLP 2012’s ultimate vision for the C/ID space requires a relatively significant upfront influx
of funding for the acquisition of technology. For this reason, the class recommends that
WAPI adopt an accelerated schedule for pursuing funding sources.
Grant Opportunities
As noted in the Recommendation above, CLP 2012 identified five viable grant opportunities
for the C/ID space. To supplement this work, by January 1, 2013, WAPI should conduct a
supplementary review of grant opportunities. For each grant opportunity, WAPI should
contact at least three prior grant recipients and request copies of their applications. WAPI
should review the applications and establish common characteristics. WAPI should aim to
complete this process by February 1, 2013.
Once WAPI establishes a final list of grant opportunities, WAPI should establish a schedule
for drafting the various applications. This schedule should be developed by February 1,
2013. By March 1, 2013, WAPI should solicit and identify at least one third-party volunteer
to review all of the C/ID space grant applications and provide objective feedback.
Annual Luau
By August 1, 2013, WAPI should establish a method for showcasing the C/ID space at its
Annual Luau (Luau). WAPI should also establish a consistent system for allocating a
portion of the Luau's profits to further C/ID space operations. This may entail: (a)
designating a defined percentage of the profits for the C/ID space; (b) making a specific ask
for donations directed toward space operations; or (c) establishing a discrete event (e.g., a
silent auction) during the Luau for the purpose of funding the C/ID space.
Supplementary Funding Activities
By January 1, 2014, and bi-annually thereafter, WAPI should evaluate whether C/ID space
fundraising activities are sufficient in light of WAPI's long-term goals. If not, WAPI should
establish a committee to identify methods for increasing fundraising effectiveness.

Staffing
Internships
By at least February 1, 2013, WAPI should establish (a) a checklist for training the interns
who will be working at the C/ID space; (b) an internal, comprehensive list of the interns’
responsibilities; and (c) a contingency plan for staffing the C/ID space in the event that the
internship is prematurely terminated. It is imperative that WAPI address the foregoing
items before hiring – and preferably before interviewing – an intern.
By March 1, 2013, WAPI should identify, interview, and hire an intern to staff the C/ID
space for a mutually feasible term (at least three months, preferably six). At least one
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month before the end of each internship, WAPI should identify, interview, and hire a
replacement. The internships should overlap by at least one week so that the outgoing
intern is able to train and provide peer support to the new intern. At the end of each
internship, WAPI staff should conduct an exit interview with the goal of identifying issues
and potential areas for improvement at the C/ID space.

College Partnerships
University of Washington
Carlson Center Civic Fellows Program
The Center has already established host sites for the 2012-2013 installment of its Civic
Fellows Program. In September 2012, CLP submitted an application on behalf of WAPI to
become a host site for the 2013-2014 academic year. Regardless of the application's
success, WAPI should renew its application for the 2014-2015 academic year. If the
application is unsuccessful, WAPI should request feedback from the Center staff before reapplying.
Carlson Center Internship Opportunities
By August 31, 2013, and annually thereafter, WAPI should review the internship
information it has on file with the Carlson Center and update it as needed. Also by August
31, 2013, and annually thereafter, WAPI should review the interest in its internship
opportunity. WAPI should confer with Carlson Center staff and request feedback on how to
increase awareness and interest among Social Work students and the general student body.
Seattle University
Career Services
By December 14, 2012, WAPI should contact Sarah Thomson, Associate Director of
External Relations, and continue the conversation regarding a partnership between WAPI
and SU. WAPI will need to provide Ms. Thomson with more details about a potential
partnership with and the learning opportunities for SU students.
Center for Service and Community Engagement
On the last Friday of each month, WAPI should renew the profile posting on the Center's
Justice and Service listserv until the internship position is filled. Two months before the
scheduled departure of each intern, WAPI should repost the profile to the listserv and
continue to do so as needed.
Associated Students of Seattle University (ASSU)
By December 14, 2012, WAPI should establish communication with the ASSU and request
assistance in developing a campus-wide notification about the internship opportunity. If
ASSU rejects WAPI's initial proposal, WAPI should request ASSU's assistance in identifying
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particular campus groups whose members may be interested in the internship
opportunity. WAPI should then contact each group and provide them with the appropriate
information and application material.
Online Recruitment
By January 1, 2013, WAPI should establish a schedule for renewing current postings on
Internet search engines. Also, by this date, WAPI should establish the necessity and
propriety of posting the internship opportunity on additional fee-based internship search
engines.

Programming
Docent Database
By February 1, 2013, WAPI should establish – and begin to maintain – a database of
Seattle-area docents (e.g., artists, musicians, digital media professionals, etc.) who have (a)
worked with WAPI in the past; or (b) expressed an interest in working with WAPI in the
future. The database should be categorized by media type (e.g., audio/visual production,
graphic design, general communications, etc.). WAPI should focus on developing a wellrounded database by actively recruiting docents from diverse areas. Also, by February 1,
2013, WAPI should incorporate a form into its website and Facebook page whereby it can
collect essential information from potential docents.
Digital Media
During the first two years of operating the C/ID space, WAPI's primary focus should be on
achieving consistent youth utilization and achieving sustainable levels of staffing and
funding. The transformation of the space into a legitimate digital media space will require
WAPI to acquire appropriate technology. In addition, WAPI will need to solicit the
assistance of digital media docents.
There are several steps that WAPI should take in order to prepare to transform the C/ID
space. By April 1, 2013, WAPI should ask a volunteer consultant to compile a list of all
necessary equipment. WAPI should supplement this list by polling all previously identified
digital media docents. Once the list is compiled, WAPI should identify local companies and
vendors that may be able to donate items and/or services. While local technology
companies will be an obvious place to start, WAPI should also reach out to local
corporations and law firms, which are constantly cycling through hardware and software.

Community Partnerships
Developing WAPI’s presence will be an ongoing task that will involve proactive
communication not only with the space’s immediate neighbors, but also throughout the
community to promote WAPI on an organizational level and also dispel any existing
hesitation or assumptions about a youth gathering space. CLP 2012 has determined that
WAPI should maintain two forms of communication, via traditional media (newspapers
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and other publications) and direct relationships with other organizations. It is important to
understand WAPI’s past struggle of gaining common ground with other parties whose
presumptions incorrectly correlate neighborhood safety issues with WAPI’s youth. With
this in mind, approaching a finite timeframe for overall communication and awareness of
the program would neither be efficient nor beneficial for WAPI.
Traditional Media
With a working relationship already established with the International Examiner (IE) and
its Editor-in-Chief, Diem Ly, the deliverable of wide-scale promotion has been
accomplished coinciding with the October 17, 2012, issue. Other than increasing awareness
about WAPI’s presence as a non-profit organization and safe space for youth in the
neighborhood, the newspaper’s large readership (not including additional readership
online) also increases opportunities for funding, sponsorships, and the ability to promote
WAPI-sponsored events including Katalyst programs and the Annual Luau fundraiser. By
December 1, 2012, WAPI should establish and continue contact with Diem Ly and the IE to
determine choice of communication and methods of maintaining WAPI’s presence in future
publications as well as on the Internet and reviving youth written articles and/or featured
art.
By February 1, 2013, WAPI should have a definite plan of action with the IE to hash out the
incentives for both parties either via logistics (i.e. logos present at events and publications)
or exclusive coverage at events such as WAPI-sponsored Katalyst shows. In conversation,
Ms. Ly recounted that a previous WAPI partnership involved a section of the publication
dedicated to youth-written work, but for various reasons, it did not continue. WAPI should
keep this in mind and encourage Katalyst youth to submit their work for publication.
Partnerships with Non-Profit Organizations and Businesses in the C/ID
As aforementioned, developing long-term partnerships will be done proactively and in
some scenarios, organically. However, following CLP 2012’s initial run of promotion via
handing out flyers to neighborhood businesses and email blasts to non-profit
organizations, WAPI should continue to develop these partnerships. By creating a small
scale database (even as basic as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet), WAPI will be able to keep
track of its communication and utilization of resources as well as promote the space for
organizational use outside of youth space hours. By December 1, 2012, WAPI should
continue its initial run of flyer distribution and emailing non-profit organizations, gather
the contact information of neighborhood non-profit organizations for potential
partnerships, and begin promoting the rental availability of its C/ID space.

Table 1. Example of C/ID non-profit deliverables worksheet
Non-Profit Organization

Contact Information

Deliverable

Contacted
?
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Asian Pacific Islander Freedom
School

Lynne Nguyen,
apifreedomschool@g
mail.com

Utilize/rent youth
space outside of lounge
hours

InterIm CDA/Wilderness InnerCity Leadership Development
(WILD)
Puget Sound Community School

Alma Dea Michelena,
almadea@apialliance
.org
Andy Smallman,
andy@pscs.org

Partner with WILD
youth program

Seattle Chinatown International
District Preservation &
Development Authority
(SCIDpda)

Joyce Pisnanont,
joyce@scidpda.org

Partner with PSCS
students & music
program to promote
Katalyst program
Volunteer training and
opportunities around
C/ID

To offset the amount WAPI pays for rent, non-profit organizations (i.e. Asian Pacific
Islander Freedom School) that do not have an official “space” can use the youth lounge for
meetings and trainings. To further promote the youth lounge, WAPI and an in-house intern
(contingent on the approval of or obtaining an intern from universities) should plan on
hosting another open house to showcase the possibilities and benefits of the space.
Between January-June 2013, WAPI should promote and host an open house to local
businesses and non-profit organizations, which could incorporate Katalyst youth to double
as an event fundraiser (i.e. Skills Defined). This will follow the initial presentation of the
space in October 2012 (in partnership with CLP 2012) when further improvements have
taken place, including the construction of a music-recording booth and other physical
renovations. This may be adjusted depending on the awarding of funding that will support
different programming needs (i.e. technology or art space). During January 2013, WAPI
should develop a sales strategy and inventory of youth-produced items/art pieces, clear
any business licensing (if necessary), and begin promotion of sales to neighborhood
businesses and organizations. By doing so, WAPI will also be able to build community
capital by promoting its work with local youth and offering items created by youth that
would be useful or aesthetically pleasing for businesses in the neighborhood.

Youth Recruitment
Social Media
With the high turnaround of WAPI affiliated youth (graduation, relocation, gang-affiliation),
it is essential that WAPI heavily promote the youth space alongside the several programs
they offer. With social media as a primary staple of communication among youth, the most
efficient method of recruitment would be online. Because a Facebook page specifically for
the WAPI Youth Lounge has already been created, future tasks would simply include
assigning a WAPI staff or intern (incorporating a social media aspect into their work plan)
to continually update the page, including uploading photos from events, streaming music
by Katalyst youth, and promoting events such Skills Defined and other showcases on the
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page. By November 1, 2012, WAPI should assign a staff point-person to update and “share”
the Facebook page until an intern position has been filled.
High Schools
With WAPI’s existing relationships with Rainier Beach and Franklin High School, the
current school year should be focused on building a stronger relationship with contacts at
each school, including sending frequent updates and emails to school counselors, nurse
practitioners, and career center staff (if one exists at the school). More importantly, a WAPI
representative should commit to a school visit once a semester (i.e. tabling during lunch
hour, doing presentations in front of specific classes or after-school clubs/activities). This
will also be ideal in maintaining youth turnout during summer months. It should be WAPI’s
directive between the current school year (September 5, 2012 – June 14, 2013) to
maintain and strengthen relationships with Franklin and Rainier Beach High School. On a
more long-term scale, WAPI should utilize the last semester of the current school year
(March – June 2013) and next school year (September 2013 – June 2014) to initiate
contact and promote WAPI and the C/ID space at:
Table 2. List of Schools
Middle Schools

High Schools

Alternative Schools

Aki Kurose, Mercer,
Washington

Cleveland, Chief Sealth
International, Garfield

The Nova Project, the Center
School, Puget Sound
Community School

Youth Lounge
Physical
Noted by the youth as one of the main reasons they go to WAPI, by or before November 16,
2012, WAPI (in partnership with CLP 2012) will build a music-recording booth for the C/ID
space. This will include clearance from the property manager, Barbara Cole, of the Seattle
Chinatown International District Preservation and Development Authority (SCIDpda).
Funding
As recommended, WAPI should pursue grants that would fund the purchase of new
computers and digital arts software/hardware to use in the space and to initiate youth
programming requests.
City of Seattle Community Technology Program
By or before April 1, 2013 (and every year thereafter), WAPI should prepare and submit
applications requesting grant funding via the Technology Matching Fund and/or the Boost
Communities Online Mini-Grant.
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City of Seattle Free Surplus Computers Program
By June 1, 2013, WAPI should submit an application to the City to request surplus
hardware. However, this will be postponed if the previous grants are approved and funded.
Adobe Youth Voices
By December 1, 2012, WAPI should research and determine if they are eligible to become
an AYV partner and apply for an AYV grant. As the official Adobe website does not provide
deadlines, it will be WAPI’s responsibility to take note of further deadlines for grant
applications.
Table 3. Visual Timeline of Deliverables and Deadlines for C/ID Youth Space

Deadline

Deliverables

November 1, 2012

-

November 16, 2012
December 1, 2012

-

December 14, 2012

January 1, 2013

Assigned staff point-person to update and ‘share’ Facebook page until
intern position has been filled
Completed construction of recording booth in ID youth lounge
Established relationship with International Examiner and concrete
stratagem of WAPI’s presence in future publications

-

Determined WAPI’s eligibility as Adobe Youth Voices partner and grant
recipient

-

Completed initial run of flyer distribution and emailing non-profit
organizations

-

Completed spreadsheet of C/ID non-profit organizations and possible
deliverables/partnerships

-

Rolled out promotion of rental availability of space
Established communication with Associated Students of Seattle
University and requested assistance in developing campus-wide
awareness of internship opportunities

-

Contacted Sarah Thomsen, Associate Director of External Relations of
Seattle University Career Center
Conducted supplementary review of grant opportunities

-

Established schedule for renewing existing postings on internet
search engines

-

January 31, 2013

-

February 1, 2013

-

Determined if WAPI should establish necessity of posting internship
opportunities on fee-based internship search engines
Developed sales strategy and inventory of youth-produced items/art
pieces
Completed review of past grant applications

-

Executed schedule of drafting various grant applications

-

Established plan of action with International Examiner, including
determined incentives within partnership between WAPI & IE

-

Established database of Seattle-area docents for recruitment in
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-

-

March 1, 2013

-

April 1, 2013*

-

June 1, 2013*

-

June 30, 2013

-

August 1, 2013

-

August 31, 2013*

-

January 1, 2014**

-

programming needs
Incorporated form on official WAPI website and Facebook where
information can be collected from potential docents
Established internship expectations/handbook, including:
(1) checklist for training interns
(2) internal, comprehensive list of responsibilities
(3) contingency plan for staffing youth lounge in light of prematurely
terminated internship
Identified volunteer(s) to review all of C/ID space grant applications
and provided with objective feedback
Identify, interview and hire an intern to staff the C/ID space
Submitted application requesting grant funding via City of Seattle
Technology Matching Fund and/or Boost Communities Online MiniGrant
Identify a volunteer consultant to assemble a list of the software and
hardware necessary to transform the C/ID space into a legitimate
digital media lounge
Submitted application requesting surplus hardware via City of Seattle
Free Surplus Computers program
Hosted open house/fundraiser of C/ID youth space for local
businesses, non-profit organizations, and community members
Concrete method of showcasing/promoting C/ID youth space at
Annual Luau
Determined allocation of Luau’s profits to further C/ID space
operation
Reviewed Carlson Center Civic Fellows Program internship guidelines
and application
Reviewed and renewed interest with Carlson Center internship
opportunities and contacted appropriate staff
Evaluated effectiveness C/ID youth space fundraising opportunities
Established committee to identify methods of increasing fundraising
effectiveness

* Annually | ** Bi-annually
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Supplements
The following are attachments that CLP 2012 created for WAPI to utilize for future use in
order to implement all Recommendations:
C/ID Community Organizations Outreach: The following is a copy and paste text that can
be shared via email and social media to various organizations regarding potential
partnerships with WAPI.

WHO: The Washington Asian Pacific Islander Families Against Substance Abuse (WAPI), a
non-profit agency serving all Youth of Color ages 10 to 20 in the greater Seattle area in
helping youth deal with substance abuse and dependency issues by providing healthy
alternatives.
Our Mission
To provide and advocate for culturally competent and age-appropriate prevention and
substance abuse treatment services for Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color.
Our Vision
To create an environment for children, youth, adults, families and communities that is
healthy and substance abuse free.
WHEN: With the help of the Asian Pacific Islander Community Leaders Foundation (ACLF)
Community Leaders Program (CLP) Class of 2012, WAPI will be re-opening their C/ID
location in the fall of 2012.
WHERE: 606 Maynard Ave. S. Ste. 106 Seattle, WA 98104
WAPI looks forward to sharing their re-opened space to youth by providing a safe place for
teens to hang out and by extending potential partnership opportunities with other
organizations dedicated to helping Youth of Color and supporting related causes.
PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES: WAPI’s C/ID location is ideal for meetings and small
workshops as the C/ID is the hub of public transit routes going in and out of Seattle. If your
organization is interested in potential partnerships with WAPI or would like to lease
WAPI’s C/ID space, please contact Greg Garcia, Executive Director, at
greg@wapiseattle.org.
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C/ID Business Outreach: The following is a flyer designed to spread the word about WAPI's
presence and to invite ID businesses to CLP 2012’s presentation/fundraiser on October 11,
2012. This flyer can also be used for future WAPI events.

Washington Asian Pacific Islander Community Services
3722 S. Hudson Street (Lower)
Seattle, WA. 98118
206.223.9578 www.wapiseattle.org
Dear Chinatown-International District Business Neighbor,
WAPI is a non-profit agency serving Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color in
the greater Seattle area, including Chinatown-International District (C/ID). Our goal is to
provide youth in this neighborhood with healthy alternatives to substance abuse and a safe
space for studying, socializing, working on community projects, and learning about art and
music through various programs.
On October 11, 2012, we will be re-opening our C/ID youth space with a community
presentation/fundraiser at CISC starting at 5:30 p.m. For the past several months, we
partnered with the Asian Pacific Islander Community Leadership Foundation (ACLF) and
its Community Leaders Program (CLP) Class of 2012 to re-imagine and re-open our youth
space located at 606 Maynard Ave. S., which we are very excited about and would love to
share with you.
So please stop by on October 11 at CISC to learn more about the results of our partnership
and to meet some of our staff as well as members of ACLF and CLP 2012. We are dedicated
to being an integral part of the C/ID community and look forward to working with all of our
business neighbors in 2012 and beyond. Thank you and see you soon!
About Us
WAPI is a non-profit agency serving Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color,
ages 10-20, in the greater Seattle area. Our goal is to help youth deal with substance
abuse/dependency issues and to provide youth with healthy alternatives to substance use.
We provide services that meet the cultural needs and expectations of the community we
serve.
Our Mission
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To provide and advocate for culturally competent and age-appropriate prevention and
substance abuse treatment services for Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color.
Our Vision
To create an environment for children, youth, adults, families and communities that is
healthy and substance abuse free.
Internship Application Form:

Washington Asian Pacific
Islander
Community Services
Internship Application
Applicant Information
Full Name:

Date:
Last

First

M.I.

Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

State

Phone:

ZIP Code

Email

Education
High School:
From:

To:

Diploma:

To:

Degree:

College:
From:
Other:
From:

To:

Degree:

References
Please list two academic or professional references.
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Full Name:
Organization
:

Relationship:
Phone:

Email:
Full Name:
Organization
:

Relationship:
Phone:

Email:

Other Information
How did you hear about WAPI?

Why are you interested in being an intern at WAPI?

Please list languages/dialects you understand and/or speak:

What other skills/talents would you like to bring to WAPI?

Please list your availability below:
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Certification
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I certify that the above statements in this volunteer application and all accompanying materials are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that the misrepresentation or exclusion of facts called for is
cause for dismissal at any time without any prior notice. I hereby give the WAPI consent to contact schools,
previous employers, references, and others, and hereby release the WAPI from any liability as a result of such
contact.
I also understand that (1) WAPI has a drug and alcohol and TB policy that provides, at management’s discretion,
for pre-internship testing as well as testing during internship; (2) consent to and compliance with such policy
may be a condition of my ability to intern.
Signature:
Date

Youth Lounge Supervisor Internship Application Form:

Washington Asian Pacific Islander Community Services
3722 S. Hudson Street (Lower)
Seattle, WA. 98118
206.223.9578 www.wapiseattle.org

Internship - Youth Lounge Supervisor
About Us
WAPI is a non-profit agency serving Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color,
ages 10-20, in the greater Seattle area. Our goal is to help youth deal with substance
abuse/dependency issues and to provide youth with healthy alternatives to substance use.
We provide services that meet the cultural needs and expectations of the community we
serve.
Our Mission
To provide and advocate for culturally competent and age-appropriate prevention and
substance abuse treatment services for Asian Pacific Islander Youth and all Youth of Color.
Our Vision
To create an environment for children, youth, adults, families, and communities that is
healthy and substance abuse free.
Position Description
The Youth Lounge Supervisor would be the primary contact for the youth frequenting the
C/ID youth space. Projects and tasks would include:
 Opening and closing the youth lounge for operation and supervising youth in
after school programs;
 Scheduling WAPI programming (including music classes, art classes, and
possibly digital media classes);
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Providing mentorship for youth;
Developing a self-sustainable model for the youth lounge using outside
resources (i.e. a small business, interns, volunteers and/or community
members);
Writing and assisting with grant applications;
Connecting with various businesses and other organizations to bring in
donations, resources, or to help build relationships; and
Co-facilitating youth-led activities, youth council meetings, or workshops

Schedule
 The Youth Lounge Supervisor would be required to work at least twice a week
on weekdays from 3:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. with a break, (10 hours per week)
for 6 months; and
 The internship position begins as an unpaid, temporary position for all
candidates
Learning Goals
 Learn about WAPI’s agency services, the non-profit field, and the systems,
communities, and societies in which they operate;
 Learn helping skills, especially for working with API youth and youth in general;
 Learn about available resources in the community and how to access them to
benefit youth;
 Participate in workshops and trainings to improve knowledge base on
community work, mentorship, and leadership development; and
 Learn to diagnose, plan, intervene, and evaluate using the perspective of
prevention
Preferred Qualities
While not necessarily essential, the following characteristics/skills would aid the intern in
having the most successful experience:
 Experience working with youth, especially those from diverse backgrounds;
 The ability to meet youth on their level, instead of from a position of authority;
 Being a self-starter, able to work independently and responsibly; and
 A commitment to community work and youth advocacy
Interested candidates may submit their resume and volunteer application to Mic Flont at
mic@wapiseattle.org. Volunteer or intern qualifications are screened and reviewed to
determine appropriateness for WAPI’s program and project services. Dependent upon a
match of interns’ interests and program needs, coordinators will contact applicants to
schedule a personal interview.
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